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Wearable art is used most often for the sake of beauty but

in Zerner’s work it is used not only for the preservation 

of the sacred but for enlightenment, as well. These robes

symbolize the development of the Self as the central

essence of our birth and rebirth.The important principle

in every mythical drama is that a transformation is taking

place and that these transformations can be made visible

through great art. In this way, the significance of our life’s

lessons can be brought into our conscious minds. Each

robe is like a curtain that reveals more than it conceals.

Putting on one of Zerner’s sacred garments transports us

to a state somewhere between prayer and prophecy.
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“Symbols underscore the grid

leading into the ultimate sanctuary

and create the hypnotic effect of

temples and gardens. In the sheer

power of the persuasive sheen, the

visual caress of silk, and the

stunning changes of texture, line,

and image within image, symbol

within symbol, she achieves a unity

of time and place within the

invented reality of each piece.

Althogether, the glitter and shine,

along with a snippet of this and the

suggestion of that, create an

environment within the fabric itself

as we enter the spell of its incant-

ation. This is magic stuff as well as

actual beauty, a word I rarely use.’

Rose C. S. Slivka
Art Critic
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The Visionary Art 
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by Monte Farber

Journey Editions / 
Charles E.Tuttle
10!⁄" !x12 ! 208 pgs.

125 color plates
museum bound cloth,

gold stamping

my Zerner’s work is possessed of a rare sense of

balance and harmony because of her ability to ground the

most esoteric concepts within the context of everyday life.

Each work, amazing in its detail, needs to be carefully

studied, appreciated in the bits and pieces from which 

it is made, to truly absorb the power of the entire compo-

sition. In the end, out of this build-up is revealed an image

that is powerfully evocative of dreams, memories, stories

and longings.

Zerner’s collages, both in paper and fabric, now number

over 700 works made over more than twenty years. Like

the medieval alchemist turning lead into gold, she turns

base materials into the gold of art, transcendence, and

ultimately, self-illumination.

Secret Dreams
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The central panel of each vestment is

made of precious, carefully chosen

silks and brocades, velvets and satins,

and special ribbons, embellishments

and trims. Each is reinforced by the

beauty, the rarity, and the uniqueness

of the combined variations to imbue

each garment with vitality, affirmation

and ceremonial intent. The act of see-

ing these embroidered mythological

gardens come to life is itself a potent

form of visual meditation. It creates a

condition that is regenerative of our

sense of our own possibilities and divin-

ity.When these garments are worn, we

can become the essence of The God-

dess, and remember our true beauty

and power. We can become the deep

mystery of ultimate spiritual experi-

ence where concepts and explanations

are transcended.
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s my work has progressed, so has my interest in

how ancient cultures used art and how that might

relate to the art coming through me and its place in

our world today. My fabric paintings are descended

from the ancient Persian and Oriental concept that

art should be used as a cultural tool to remind us of

the beneficial power of Harmony and Beauty—the

Divine effects of the creation of art. I also feel con-

nected to other cross-cultural ritualisitc art, espe-

cially the mysterious power of the meditative

“Tonkas” of Tibet and burmese ”Kalagas” of the 19th

century, not just because they are also elaborately

appliquéd and embroidered hangings of the mytho-

logical significance but because, like my work, they

are conscious attempts to produce work that is, as

André Malraux wrote in the “The Metamorphosis of

the Gods”, “Sacred art—art that imposed the pres-

ence of another world.”

—Amy Zerner
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PATTI LABELLE 
on Amy Zerner's Spiritual Couture

"All of Amy pieces are simply divine!

None of my words can adequately

describe their beauty and unique-

ness! It's as if they speak to your soul!

They are definitely healing gar-

ments, every time I wear one it is an

uplifting experience.

Amy made me a special entrance

coat to wear on stage and I must tell

you...every time I wear it the audi-

ence goes wild! I keep my back to

the audience for about 5 minutes so

that they can get a chance to take it

all in. I def feel like a queen when I

wear it!

Her pieces give me a better under-

standing of how richly ornamented

and special Joseph's coat of many

colors (Genesis) had to be. They are

all poetic works of art!"

Splendor
in the collection of Patti LaBelle

Amy working on a caftan



The act of ritual ceremony helps us to make the cycles 

of life more meaningful. It is also an important way to

participate in a myth, creating a union of the physical with

that of the spiritual.The ceremony renews our inner spirit

whose source is the sacred. It bonds order and chaos by

connecting such diverse patterns and materials that bridge

space and time. Seemingly opposing concepts like Goddess

and woman are brought into balance in keeping with the

alchemical first principle: as above, so below.When we put on

clothing we are imitating our spirit which cloaks itself in

different bodies at different times. It is a ritual that can

remind us we come into the world naked and wear clothes

until we are ready to be naked again.

Blueberry jacket 
and Peacock bag

Many Blessings Shawl

Moon Light
shawl in the collection 

of Elizabeth Taylor
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Meditation Garden Cosmic Garden

Rose Garden

Rose Music
Amy has recently cast her enchantment upon a

new series of “Story Jackets”- denim jackets that

are richly appliquéd, embroidered, and embel-

lished with beads, trims, and magical details.

This finely crafted Art-to-Wear collection is com-

posed of lush gardens filled with flowers, birds

and animals. She creates both a couture one-of-a-

kind version, and a ready-to-wear line, as well.

Cosmic Connection

Amy Zerner
S T O R Y  J A C K E T S
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Silver Story Butterfly GardenMidnight Garden



The stunning samples of Amy Zerner’s Spiritual
Couture™ artwear pieces you have seen in this look book
clearly demonstrate her ability to perfectly blend high
fashion style with her fine art sensibility and sew them
together with a rare expertise and attention to detail.
Amy Zerner’s Spiritual Couture™ is represented 
exclusively by Bergdorf Goodman, the finest store 
in the world.
The artist has displayed her unique National Endowment
for the Arts award-winning fabric-collage tapestries in
more than 80 one-woman and group shows in 
galleries and museums in the USA and Europe, and in
more than two million illustrated books published in 
ten languages worldwide.
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